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Abstract. We analyze how well forensic systems reduce counterfeiting of soft-
ware and content. We make a few idealized assumptions, and show that if the
revenues of the producer before the introduction of forensics (Ro) are non-zero
then the payo¤ of forensics is independent of the overall market size, it declines
as the ratio between the penalty and the crime (both monetized) goes up, but
that this behavior is reversed if Ro = 0. We also show that the payo¤ goes
up as the ratio between success probability with and without forensics grows;
however, for typical parameters most of the payo¤ is already reached when
this ratio is 5.

1. Introduction

Unnoticeable marks which are embedded in content and software can be used
for forensic applications as well as for screening. Both may help resist piracy and
counterfeiting. Unlike the pirate, the counterfeiter pretends to be the legitimate
producer, charges the same price as the producer, and in general competes with
the producer in the same market (that does not include the market share of the
pirate). As such, it is a valid assumption that every copy sold by the counterfeiter
is a copy lost to the producer. Such an assumption is not valid when dealing
with piracy, where illegal copies are sold for a small fraction of their legal price,
and many of the buyers of piracy in poor countries cannot a¤ord the legal price.
Another assumption that is valid for counterfeiting but not necessarily for piracy is
that counterfeited material is sold mostly in countries where law-enforcement has
teeth; o¤enders can be prosecuted, and penalties can be imposed after succesful
prosecution.
We limit the scope of this paper to the economic e¤ects of forensic systems on

counterfeiting.
Enforcement mechanisms, such as screening and registration, as well as raising

the initial bar (e.g. by adding sophisticated holograms) push down the number of
counterfeiters, n; however, forensic systems have no e¤ect on n if the counterfeiters
are rational, since, as is shown later, the counterfeiter has positive expected pro�t
for any practical value of the parameters.

We make the following assumptions: (i) audit events are independent of each
other, (ii) The probability of false positives is negligible (at the expense of higher
probability of false negatives); (iii) Once caught and successfully prosecuted, the
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magnitude of the whole theft of an independent counterfeiting group is known and
the penalty is in some �xed proportion, ; to the theft.
We show that if the revenues of the producer before the introduction of forensics

(Ro) are non-zero then the payo¤ of forensics is �np( 1
ln(1�qo) �

1
ln(1�qw) ); where

� depends only on ; n =the number of independent counterfeiting groups, p =
the selling price of one copy of the protected object, qw; qo are the probability
of audit, detection, and successful prosecution of a single illegal copy, with and
without forensics, respectively. This payo¤ is independent of the overall market
size, it declines as  goes up (this behavior is reversed if Ro = 0), and goes up as
k = qw=qo grows, however, for typical parameters most of the potential payo¤ is
already reached when k = 5:
In section 2 we develop the payo¤ function of the counterfeiter, �nd its optimum,

and show that it is always positive. In section 3 we develop the payo¤ function of
the forensic system, and prove its properties. This work was heavily in�uenced by
unpublished manuscripts [HV1,HV2]. An earlier version of section 2 is included in
[YY].

2. The economics of the counterfeiter

Let x = the number of copies made by a counterfeiter; F = the penalty when
caught. For each copy let the probability to audit an illegal copy, make a correct
decision, and successfully prosecute be q << 1: Let �(x) be the probability to
audit an illegal copy, make a correct decision, and successfully prosecute after the
counterfeiter has sold x illegal copies. When the audit events are independent (as
we henceforth assume) �(x) = 1 � (1 � q)x: Let p =the price of a single copy
(legal and illegal); Assuming zero costs for the counterfeiter, the gain function of
the counterfeiter is [HV1]

(2.1) P (x) = (1� �(x))px� �(x)F;

If there are dependencies between audit events this function becomes an upper
bound on the gain function. Let x� denote the value of x for which P (x) reaches
its maximum. In reality x takes only integer values, we �rst pretend that x can
have any real value, so that we can use di¤erentials to approximate the behavior of
P (x): At the end of this section we get back to the case of integer x [KJ].
Let L(x) be the Lambert function, i.e., that function for which L(x)eL(x) = x;

and let D denote the market size of the producer and the counterfeiter when the

price is p:  = F
xp is assumed constant. Let � = L

�
e 
1+

�
� 1. Since nobody

needs more than one copy of each protected object, if each counterfeiter sells the
optimum x� then n counterfeiters sell nx�; and nx� � D

Theorem 1. x� = minfD=n; �
ln(1�q)g:

Proof. Clearly x� � D=n: P (x) = [1��(x)(1+)]px = [(1� q)x(1+)�]px:
P 0(x) = (1� q)x (1 + ) p[x ln (1� q) + 1] � p: Let x� =

L(e 
1+ )�1

ln(1�q) : Then
P 0(x�) = 0: P"(x�) = (1� q)x p(x� ln(1 � q) + 2)(1 + ) ln (1� q) < 0 (since

ln (1� q) < 0 and x� ln(1� q) + 2 = L
�
e 
1+

�
+ 1 > 0); implying that P (x�) is a

maximum. �
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Note that � < 0 and hence x� > 0: There is no value of real  > 0 for which
L(e 

1+ ) = 1; although lim!1 L(e

1+ ) = L(e) = 1: In other words, when the

penalty goes to in�nity the counterfeiter�s gain goes to zero as expected.

Theorem 2. 0 < P (x�).

Proof. P (0) = 0; P 0(0) = p > 0 and 0 < x�: �

The above is true for the continuous function approximating the realistic P (x);
but if q(1 + ) > 1 then 0 < x� < 1; and for all integer x; P (x) � 0 [KJ].
Note that in reality q << 1; and  is small (e.g.  = 3 in triple damage), so
q(1 + ) > 1 doesn�t happen. Also, to be precise we have to use the �oor notation,

ie, x� = minfbD=nc ;
j

�
ln(1�q)

k
g:

When the counterfeiter has costs c > 0 it shifts the P (x) curve down by c without
a¤ecting x�:

3. The economics of the forensic system

We initially analyze a toy problem involving only one counterfeiter (n = 1),
and later generalize to multiple counterfeiters. We use subscripts w; o; to denote
parameter values with and without forensic system, respectively. For i 2 fw; og;
let Ri denote the revenues of the producer. The payo¤ of the producer due to the
introduction of forensics is

P2 = Rw �Ro:

3.1. A Single counterfeiter. Assuming the counterfeiter maximizes her gain,
Rw = (D � x�w)p; and Ro = (D � x�o)p; hence Rw � Ro = p(x�o � x�w): We

henceforth write �
ln(1�qi) instead of

j
�

ln(1�qi)

k
(although the purist may want to

reinsert the �oor notation eg when examining border cases with D < 1): In those
cases where D � �

ln(1�qi)

P2 = �p(
1

ln(1� qo)
� 1

ln(1� qw)
)

independent of D: Otherwise D is substituted for x�i :
We look at P2 = Rw �Ro in three cases depending on the value of D relative

to the interval [x�w; x
�
o] (it is always the case that x

�
w � x�o):

(1) If D < x�w: then the counterfeiter owns the whole market even with
forensics, and P2 = 0:

(2) If x�w � D < x�o then P2 = (D� �
ln(1�qw) )p: which grows with : Here

the situation is hopeless without forensics, and once we have some forensics
the harsher the penalties the higher the gain from forensics.

(3) If x�w � x�o � D then P2 = �p(
1

ln(1�qo) �
1

ln(1�qw) ): which goes down as
 grows. It is a situation where even without forensics we have signi�cant
probability (qo) to detect and punish fraud.

For any �xed value of  and qo = 10�6 the payo¤=�p( 1
ln(1�qo) �

1
ln(1�kqo) )

captures most of its potential value when k = qw=qo � 5 (see Fig. 1 below).
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Fig. 1: Payo¤ as a function of k; for qo = 10
�6; p = 10;  = 1:

3.2. Many counterfeiters. Each counterfeiting group sells the optimum x�i =
�

ln(1�qi)
copies, as before, independent of n, so n counterfeiting groups sell nx� (nobody
needs more that one copy), and the detection probability for each counterfeiting
group is �(x�i ): In the three cases above in the condition clauses we have to sub-
stitute D=n for D; and in the payo¤ expression we need to substitute nx�i for
x�i : The result is:

Theorem 3. For n counterfeiters: (i) If D=n < x�w then P2 = 0, (ii) If
x�w � D=n < x�o : then P2 = (D� n�

ln(1�qw) )p; which grows with ; (iii) If x
�
w � x�o

� D=n then P2 = �np(
1

ln(1�qo) �
1

ln(1�qw) ); which goes down as  grows.
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Fig 2: Payo¤ as a function of : For qo = 10�6; p = 10; k = 5; n = 50:

Too many counterfeiters can crowd out the producer and even each other. The
average market in which a counterfeiter competes with the producer is of size D=n:
When D < n�

ln(1�qi) for i = o; w the producer is crowded out. And when P (D=n) =
(1��(D=n))pD=n��(D=n)F = 0 the counterfeiters crowd out each other and their
returns disappear. This happens when nmax =

D ln(1�q)
ln( 

1+ )
: This can help estimate

the legal expenses for prosecuting all the potential counterfeiting groups.
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